
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Schneider Electric Delivers Dream Report for CitectHistorian 

Available Soon  

February 8, 2016, LYON, France – Ocean Data Systems (ODS), the market leader in automated 

reporting and corporate dashboards for the automation industry, announced that Schneider 

ElectricTM will be delivering Dream ReportTM for CitectHistorianTM as a branded solution for plant 

reporting.  

Working closely with Schneider Electric, Ocean Data Systems has delivered Dream Report for the 

upcoming version of the best-in-class, real-time plant historian software, Citect Historian 2016 

(v4.60). This release includes both new and improved drivers for CitectHistorian, and will be 

licensed, sold, delivered and supported by Schneider Electric and its subsidiaries, globally. 

“We have looked at the success of Dream Report in our other divisions and it is clear that this is 

an excellent product that would add significant value to every CitectHistorian installation,” 

explained Con Karantziounis, CitectHistorian Product Manager at Schneider Electric. “We are 

cementing our efforts towards promoting simplification and ease-of-use, with a user-friendly and 

programming-free automated reporting and data analysis solution, and we encourage all our 

CitectHistorian customers to consider Dream Report as an extension to their systems.”  Availability 

is planned for March 2016.  

“We are very proud to have Schneider Electric choose Dream Report as the reporting and analysis 

solution for CitectHistorian” says Alex Mazal, President of Ocean Data Systems. “This opens a 

significant new market for Dream Report, one that was poorly served with generic business tools 

in the past.  Schneider Electric already offers Dream Report through its WonderwareTM, IndusoftTM, 

and EurothermTM channels and it makes perfect sense that Dream Report should also become the 

default solution for their CitectHistorian customers.”  

About Ocean Data Systems 

Founded in 2004, Ocean Data Systems develops software solutions for industrial compliance and 

performance; reports, dashboards and analysis tools. The product, Dream Report, is the leading 

“purpose built” solution for industry and the “Internet of Things (IOT).” Dream Report delivers both 

local and Internet connectivity to all major HMI/SCADA, Historian and business data sources 

through either proprietary or industry standard drivers. Dream Report’s markets include process, 

hybrid and discrete; with special functionality for Life Sciences (Pharmaceutical and Biotech), 

Water, Wastewater, Heat Treat, Building Automation, Energy Management and Manufacturing 

Operations. www.DreamReport.net 

About Schneider Electric 

Schneider Electric is the global specialist in energy management and automation. With revenues 

of €25 billion in FY2014, our 170,000 employees serve customers in over 100 countries, helping 

them to manage their energy and process in ways that are safe, reliable, efficient and sustainable. 

From the simplest of switches to complex operational systems, our technology, software and 

services improve the way our customers manage and automate their operations. Our connected 

http://www.dreamreport.net/


 

 

technologies will reshape industries, transform cities and enrich lives. At Schneider Electric, we 

call this Life Is On. www.Schneider-Electric.com 
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